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Remote Learning at KIS
In the event of an extended closure it is essential that curriculum
coverage and quality learning and teaching are maintained
throughout. During an extended closure, online learning platforms
will be used to ensure that curriculum coverage is consistent and
students and parents have access to learning and multiple ways to
communicate with the teachers and staff, providing the support
necessary for success.
It is our aim to provide consistency in learning and as normal
routines as possible for our students. We do understand that some
flexibility is required to ensure that all students are able to access the
programme and varied amounts of support are required for the
many different learners in our community.
This handbook will provide some overall guidelines about our remote
learning programme. This combined with ongoing communication
with teachers and support staff will enable us to continue learning
and teaching in these unsettling and restricted times.
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Programme Review
This is our third Remote Learning session over the course of
the past two academic years. We spent a considerable
amount of time reviewing our remote learning practice and
agreements, taking into consideration, parent, student and
staff feedback from our previous sessions. Using the data
collected we were able to make adjustments and
improvements to our remote learning programme, the aim
being to improve practice and provide an updated
programme based on feedback and information from our
learning community.
Accountability and consistency are contributing factors in the
success of the delivery of the programme. We have
guidelines in place for staff to ensure consistency in the
delivery of learning during an emergency school closure. It is
important that we are able to maintain communications with
our students and with our families, and ensure a continued
sense of community whilst off the school campus.
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Safety Online
It is essential that we are all always mindful of children being online
and the possible dangers this may put our learners in. With careful
discussions and digital citizenship reminders we can work together to
promote safety online. As a community we can:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

We will review the online agreement with your child, please work
with u to ensure their online safety
Ensure learners are supervised at all times
Make sure that learners only access Zoom/Google Meets in line
with the scheduled meeting times
Check in with your child and talk to them about what they are
doing and accessing. You can check search history if necessary
Use KIS provided search engines and resource tools accessible
on the KIS Library Blog
Ask for support if needed and let us know if you have any
questions
Follow grade expectations regarding online zoom/meets
sessions i.e. dressing appropriately, not eating during lesson
time, following classroom agreements regarding behaviour,
collaboration and respecting each other.
Please let us know if your child is struggling or needs additional
support

Student safety and wellbeing is paramount, together we can ensure that
learning online is not just fun but safe too.
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Online Platforms and Tools
We will utilize a variety of programmes and methods of instruction,
choosing the best age appropriate platforms and resources possible to
deliver the programme.
Google Classroom will be the main platform for our G2-G5 student
learning. This platform will be where learners can access assignments
and communicate with their teachers, Google Meets will be the tool used
for face-to-face lessons, meetings and discussions. Our learners have
already been using these tools in class so the transition for them should
be relatively easy. Ask your child to show you how it works.
Seesaw will be the main platform utilized for our EY1-G1 students and
families. Face-to-face communication will happen through Zoom. We
have upgraded and improved upon the number of accounts and
usability for the teachers and students. Learning engagements will be
posted to Seesaw for the children to engage with, teachers will be
providing online face to face meetings and discussions throughout the
day.
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Schedules and Planning
Programme planning will be done as usual by grade level teams,
following the KIS curriculum documents, learning outcomes and success
criteria which will be documented on the plans so that parents and
students can see what we are learning and inquiring into. These
outcomes will be the basis of our assessment.
Schedules will be shared and posted on the Blogs and the breakdowns
of planning will be uploaded on Friday afternoon of each week so you
have time to locate any required resources your child may need from
within your home. Our aim is to maintain the daily classroom schedule
as planned. while also allowing for opportunities of synchronous and
asynchronous learning.
The Primary School Blogs for each grade level , Art, Music, Library, PE and
Thai will also be utilized as a communication tool to share curriculum
planning and documentation. Other applications such as Google
Classroom and Seesaw will support programme delivery. Additional ICT
programmes and tools such as Raz-Kids, IXL math, padlet and loom will
be used for specific areas of learning these will be shared with our
learners as and when they are required. OUr KIS library blog also has
additional age appropriate reading materials, search engines and
activities.
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Parents as Partners
It is important that we all work closely together, to keep everyone
informed and offer as much support as possible for our community.
This will be done by:
• Having our remote learning school day schedule as close as
possible in hours and format as our regular school day.
• Setting up and manning “Help Desk” to provide support for both
parent and student “drop ins” and questions.
• Holding regular weekly grade level parent meetings via zoom to
keep parents informed and in the loop.
• Providing opportunities for parents to chat with the Principal and
Vice Principal.
• Providing each other with constructive feedback so we can offer
the best online learning opportunities and experiences possible.
• Being flexible at times to accommodate parent work schedules
and families.
• Providing face-to-face learning experiences, class, group and
individual feedback as often as possible.
• Having support available for those who require additional help,
and avenues to access when needed.
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Ongoing Communication
Having accurate and up to date information and regular communication is
important to the success of remote learning. Students and parents will be
able to communicate in a number of ways with the teachers, support staff
and the leadership team. These will include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A daily “help-desk” for parents and student learning questions
Regular postings, updates and information through the learning
platforms
Regular support meetings for those in need of a little extra help
Weekly online grade level meetings with parents and teachers
Weekly online meetings with the Principal and Vice Principal
Regular forums with the Head of School and Primary Leadership
Individual emails for those individual questions
Regular School wide communication
Updated Blogs

Teachers and the Leadership team will develop a schedule which will be
shared so you can access communication channels easily and comfortably.
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Setting Up the Environment
Ensuring your child is able to continue demonstrating Learner Agency whilst
they experience their Class Community learning off campus, it is crucial that
they maintain and embrace their ‘mindset for learning’.
We understand that learning from home can be frustrating and complicated
for students and parents. For the best results it is important to set a routine
and provide an organized learning space that children know is where “school
happens” from home. To support this we are mirroring the school day as
much as possible and will work with the students/parents to set up the
environment together.
Things to be considered include:
●
●
●
●
●
●

A chosen area for learning in the home, not too isolated but free from
distractions
A learning device, laptop, iPad, tablet or desktop with internet access,
where students can access the remote learning programme
A desk/table and chair, a comfortable environment that says “school”
but is personal to your child
Adequate lighting
Opportunities for snacks, breaks, exercise and play
Wearing school uniform or getting dressed for learning
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Home Resources

Having resources at hand will help support your child and/or children achieve this.
We recommend working collaboratively with your child as they reflect on their
normal in-school daily schedule, what this looks like in the classroom along with the
resources they will need to freely access in order to achieve their goals. Some ways
that will support your child or children’s success in these areas are by organising
this space with many of the resources that they will need:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

School pack (Reflection, Math and Language Journal; school reading
materials etc)
Paper; coloured pencils and markers; scissors; glue
Weekly Calendar for them to plan out their daily schedule; learning
experiences; scheduled zoom meetings etc first thing in the morning
Favourite books; resources and materials that nurture their creative thinking
A clock for them to keep track of their schedule so they access appropriate
times for snack, lunch and playtime/relaxation throughout their day
A place to list other things that they need (find around the house or may
need to be purchased)
Device where they are able to access their Class Community information and
communication, provocations and engagements for the day; online
resources; reflections; questions/wonderings they might need answered in
order to begin their days work
Possibly a small white board or cork board to post information and lists
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Taking Care of Our Well-being
Checking in on feelings and well-being are really important, learning is
different, and we don’t have our friends around us to share, socialize and
support us. To ensure our learners are feeling good about the remote
learning experience it is important to:
●

●

●
●
●

●

Encourage your child to get plenty of sleep, by keeping our school
schedule as close as possible to our regular school day we are
encouraging students to get up and be ready for school and wear a
school shirt just as they would if they were on campus.
Encourage your child to eat well, having breakfast, snack times and
lunch throughout the day will help to keep your child on a schedule
and keep them energized and able to participate.
Remember to take breaks, exercise, play and have fun.
Ensure your child is on screen only when necessary, encourage
reading and other relaxing activities.
Help your child avoid any unnecessary anxiety, remind them they
are still a part of a community, organize out of school
communications and playdates over zoom.
Let us know if you or your child needs help or support , we are here
to help when needed.
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Our First Few Days…
During our first few days we will all tune back into
learning from home and revisit some of the concepts
below. It is important to develop our learning
community, understand what is expected and have the
right mindset to move forward and be successful.
Some of these areas will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our virtual classroom community
My learning environment and resources
Being a learner online
Reflections from experience/what do you want
to see differently
Review classroom agreements - participation,
commitment, attending zoom classrooms and
behaviour expectations.
Revisit digital citizenship and online safety
Review ICT agreements and the use of online
resource
Applying KIS Quality Learning Behaviours
Modeling the IB Learner Profile during remote
learning
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Our Core Values & QLBs
Inspiring Individuals Strive for Understanding…
Set clear expectations regarding what learning looks like in the virtual
classroom. Review your classroom agreements and add expectations
regarding joining online learning, signing up for online classes,
participation, and completing assignments. Provide avenues of
communication if students need to reach out if they do not understand.
Inspiring Individuals nurture passion in self and others...
By working together and having students and teachers share their
passions online we can encourage others to see what is important to us.
Being passionate learners and participating in the virtual classroom will
help to build a sense of inclusivity, belonging and community.
Inspiring Individuals take action ethically….
Online learning promotes agentic behaviours, students by the very
nature of the learning platform are required to voice their opinions, make
choices and take additional responsibility for their learning, supporting
the development of characteristics such as independence, resilience
and student agency.
Inspiring individuals create a caring and inclusive community …
Being caring and safe online is very important, creating a virtual
classroom community to support each other in our learning and
teaching practices. Incorporate the learner profile and collaboratively
develop virtual classroom agreements to support the inclusivity of our
entire learning community.
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Establishing Routines
It is understood that the amount of work covered at school
cannot be done at home without classroom support from
parents, peers, teachers and support staff. It is important that
a balance is created that works for your family. There are many
avenues of support available to families if needed.
•

Create a beginning and end of the day following the
classroom expectations. Not all learning needs to
happen during school hours as asynchronous learning
can happen at any time.

•

Create a schedule that works for your family and your
child, ask for support or advice from the school if
needed.

•

Strive for a balance between synchronous and
asynchronous learning tasks so children are not online
for long periods of time.

•

Develop and support a positive growth mindset,
celebrate your child’s accomplishments.

•

There are many avenues of support available. If you
have any questions or concerns, please contact your
child’s homeroom teacher. Teachers will be able to
access the appropriate resources and support staff
that can assist in supporting your child.
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Balancing Learning

Working offline mostly, at our workstations or
at home, being creative, writing and doing
projects.

Participating in class/group activities on-line
via Zoom or Google meets.
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Creating Balance
While we are trying to replicate a normal school day, we

understand that every child and family will be learning
under unique circumstances. There may be a variety of
factors that make learning in real time difficult or
challenging. It is also important to limit screen time.
Asynchronous learning can happen at anytime and
provides an important balance between on screen time
and flexibility with busy schedules. Teachers will provide a
daily balance of learning while additional learning
resources can be found in the Library Blog.
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GALLERY
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THANK YOU
If you have any questions please do not
hesitate to ask june.va@kis.ac.th

Primary School

